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Abstract. We discuss the problem of the evolution of the cellular communication system
from the RNA world to progenote to the modern ceil. Our method analyses syntactical
structure of molecular fossils in the non-coding regions of DNA within the information-
processing gene model developed earlier. We concluded that sequence-specific binding is
an ancient communication process with its origin in the RNA world. Moreover, we
illustrate our viewpoint using four evolution snapshots from the first RNA segments, some
4.1 billion years ago, to the first cell, 3.8 billion years ago.

1. Introduction

Modern cells are extremely complicated systems. There are some 750 different types of
small molecules, 2000 distinct macromolecular species and between 1000 to 4000 different
enzymes. Such a complex machinery had most likely a modest beginning some 3.8 billion
years ago when the first cell, our Universal Ancestor or Progenote, appeared. The origin of
our progenote's information encoding and communication system goes back to another 400
million years in the RNA world, according to our analysis. Early cellular evolution
differed in both tempo and mode, to use Simpson's description [I]. It differed, moreover,
in the overall complexity of the cellular system of the contemporary processes. But there
arc unanswered questions. For example, what is the relationship between the first cell and
the first segments of nucleotidcs which appeared around 4.2 billion years ago? Or, how did
these only-RNA sequences evolve into an RNA-DNA-Protein cell with its intra- and inter-
cellular communication systems'? These are hard questions per se. These become harder
because there is no likelihood of ever finding any fossil of the RNA world. We are forced
to make a rational guess as to what happened between 4.2 and 3.8 billion years - the era of
the RNA world. Moreover, any theoretical construct should be compatible with what we
know about the contemporary cell. Such an extrapolation, of course, is a pre-condition
which any model should satisfy. Almost three decades ago, Pauling and Zuckerkandel [2]
suggested a way out of this difficulty and proposed to use molecules as documents of
evolutionary history. Later, Woese and his collaborators [3, 4, 5, 6] developed a method to
infer evolutionary history from DNA sequences based on comparative analysis. A
mathematical theory of inferring evolutionary history from DNA sequence is developed by
Kannart and Warnow [7]. They proved that the Character Compatibility Problem
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(construction of phylogenetic tree) is NP-complete. A molecule that records ancient
evolution (but is not itself ancient) and is central to comparative analysis is called a
molecular fossil. It is an abstraction rather than a tangible object. 5S ribosome, RNase P
and tRNA nucleotidyletransferase are such molecular fossils. In order to search for
plausible answers to above posed questions, we propose to use a method based on the idea
of information-processing nucleotide sequences [8] in molecular fossils. Our molecular
fossils are all highly conserved nucleotide sequences possessing specific mathematical
structures found in non-coding regions and regulatory genes. Such sequences are found in
genomes from viroids to human.

In the study of evolution and the origins of life, geological, chemical, physical, and even
informational aspects have been discussed and are still subject of intense research. There
were, a few scattered efforts to look at the DNA structure in linguistic metaphor (e.g.,
Searle [9], Head [10]), however, the information processing /computational aspect has not
been a subject of research. We recently introduced the computational paradigm in this
context [8], Our hypothesis is as follows: Nature has encoded both programs and data in
linear nucleotide sequences. A genotype, thus, contains not only the information about the
phenotype, but also about processes responsible for making sure that all information is
replicated faithfully, transcribed and translated in an appropriate manner. DNA exonic
regions contain information about the phenotype, while corresponding noncoding regions
encode computational algorithms for these tasks. This seems to be their only raison d'etre.
In our model, the more complex a species gets, the more such a machinery is required. In
fact, about 97% of the human genome is dedicated to such non-coding sequences - the so-
called "junk DNA". We consider noncoding sequences as important as their respective
exonic parts.

In this note we look at the problem of how the communication system evolved in the RNA
world. In order to do that, we first analyzed how the RNA was formed [11]. That is, what
are the most likely sequences that can be formed under prebiotic conditions, which are also
relatively stable and able to replicate with only a few errors. Such errors should not be in
the critical areas necessary for information processing function, otherwise the RNA
species would not survive.

2. Communication System Today: Some basic Principles and Processes

2.1. CELLS HAVE ENORMOUSLY COMPLEX COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

To compare a cell's complexity with that of a nervous system is suggestive. Like a brain it
is also a information-processing system, or rather it is more like a data-processing center
than a simple automaton capable of replication and producing proteins. For example,
consider a bacterial signal transduction scheme [12, 13]. It is known that over 50
transmitter-proteins each of about 250 aminoacid and a similar number of receiver-
proteins are involved. This scheme uses communication modules and protein switches
with two active signaling modes. Instead of ON and OFF states, a qualitatively different



process of stimulation versus inhibition (kinase versus phosphatase) and repression versus
induction is used to produce better responses and greater amplification factors.

2.2. CONTEMPORARY SYSTEM USES REGULATORY SEQUENCES

In general, regulatory sequences such as ALU, promoter, initiator, pace-maker enzymes,
allosteric enzymes, hormonal and concentration control and protein machines are used.
Regulatory processes in genes are usually modulatory, that is, a combination of activation
and suppression to regulates other processes. A few principles in the structures of
regulatory macromolecules and the mechanisms of their interactions [12, 14] are now
known. Namely; Shared functions of signal transducers, family relationships among
transducer proteins, the relationship between structure and function of transducers, signal
transmission between the membrane and nucleus, time as a key dimension in signaling,
and the coordination of multiple signals to create complexity. A fairly known example of a
signal transducer is the protein machine. It is formed by a set of interacting proteins with
distinct functions, such as DNA polymerase, a motor protein to open the DNA helix (DNA
helicase), an enzyme that makes short DNA primers to start new DNA chains (DNA
primase), a regulated sliding clamp for the DNA polymerase, and structural protein
molecules. Other families of signaling machines are cell-surface receptors, protein kinases,
GTP-binding proteins, signal generating proteins, and stimulators of transcription. This
shows that the cell's communication system is most likely run by a set of protein
complexes, rather than by proteins that act individually and exist as an isolated species.
The cellular communication system is an example of how nature takes a set of simple
systems and uses them collectively to solve a highly complex task. However, one would
expect some simple motifs responsible for signalling. In fact, the Src-homology domains
SH2 and SH3 [15] motifs are found in a wide range of proteins involved in eukaryotic cell
signaling. Moreover, the intracellular protein tyrostne phosphatases possess a diversity of
protein sequences outside the catalytic domain that appear to serve as "zipcodes"
specifically "addressing" these proteins to defined subcellular compartments [16].
Homobox and transcription factors are also involved in important signaling functions.

2.3. SEQUENCE-SPECIFIC BINDING IS A WAY OF COMMUNICATION

An important way of intracellular communication (e.g., transfer of information from the
cytoplastnic space to specific genes in the nucleus, or between different genes) is achieved
by sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins. We shall call a system that uses segments of
either peptides or nucleotides a sequence-specific communication system. Modern cellular
communication system have a sequence-specific component. DNA-binding proteins are
called franj-acting factors since they allow one gene to influence the activity of the other.
The DNA regions called cw-acting elements modify the function of base sequence within
the same gene. Proteins such as/<w and c-myc change in response to the action of another
DNA-binding protein, while the jun proteins are modified directly by cytoplasmic
signalling pathways. The sequence-specific DNA-binding protein can modulate gene
transcription.



2.4. INFORMATION MUST BE ENCODED IN THE LANGUAGE ACCEPTABLE TO
BOTH SENDER AND RECEIVER AUTOMATA

Communication requires information transfer and it should be encoded in a language that
is acceptable to both sender and receiver. This is a self-evident principle for any kind of
system. If the senders and receivers are both information processing machines, a formal
language can be defined in terms of a set of symbols. For RNA and DNA, the possible
symbol set is C, G, A, and U and T (resp.). Similarly, one may use 20 aminoacids as a set
of symbols for protein machine. Given that in the RNA world only nucleotide sequences
existed initially, the primitive communication system developed at first only RNA-RNA
binding and in the last stages, a DNA-protein binding mechanism. Sequence-specific
binding continued to be the basic communication mechanism through out the evolution -
from the RNA world to contemporary cell.

3. Highlights of the Model

We summarize here the main points of our model of the information-processing gene [8,
11, 17] and its extension to intra-cellular communication, including a four-stage 400-
million year evolution from RNA proto-cell to our progenote cell.

3.1. COMPUTATIONAL PARADIGM: A Formal Description of Chemical Evolution

Physico-chemical processes are normally described in the energy paradigm. Instead, we
describe these processes in the computational paradigm. The set of computational
processes contains regulatory processes as its subset, while the communication system is
part of both regulatory and other computational process.

3.2. METHODOLOGY: We study the syntactical structure of molecular fossils

We compare the pre-biotic RNA world to the Protein-RNA-DNA world of today through
context-free syntactical structures of highly conserved nucleotide sequences. These are our
molecular fossils, relics of RNA world. Diener established that viroids, introns and
transposons are such relics [18]. Further arguments were given by Chela-Flores [191 in
support of Diener's hypothesis. Their functions and capabilities remained what they were
in the RNA world. The syntactical structure of nucleotides and consequently, their
function is not influenced by the changes in the context. We assumed continuity,
robustness and ubiquity as fundamental principles of evolution.

3.3. RNA FORMATION IN THE PREB1OTIC WORLD WAS NOT RANDOM

In the prebiotic world, combinatorial and physico-chemical laws (free-energy, stability,
Crick-Watson pairing) dictated the RNA formation process. Thus, RNA formation was
not random. If we accept RNA formation as a random process, then it is difficult to
explain many facts. For example, only 1 in 1013 random RNA can catalyze ligation. For
polymerization it is even lower. This is not compatible with the evolutionary time required



for the initiation of life - from RNA segments to a full-fledge cell. Bartel and Sozstak [20]
have shown that an RNA repiicase couid only have arisen from a primordial sequence pool
that were not fully random. Instead, formation of specific structures were favored. Li and
Nicolao [21] showed chemical self-replication of palindromic duplex DNA. Their results
indicate that a DNA-Iike double-helical molecule can replicate without assistance from
proteins. The palindromic DNAs are also known to be more effective as protein
recognition sites [22],

3.4. TWO TYPES OF SEQUENCES WERE FORMED IN THE RNA WORLD

1) Information Processing Sequences: These sequences possess certain symmetry
properties and computational capability. We called them automatic sequences because
their syntactical structure coincides with the symbolic sequences generated by automata.
They carried information about supporting processes, such as replication or error detection
and correction. As more and more functions were added to the primitive life forms, there
was more and more demand for the supporting machinery to take care of replication, and
eventually transcription and translation once the genetic code was in place. Moreover, as
more complex sequences were formed, the supporting machinery also began to become
more complex. Laboratory experiments by Bartel and Szostak [20] and Lorsch and Szostak
[23] clearly show in vitro formation of ribozymes, e.g., repiicase and polynucleotide
kinase. Haseloff and Gerlack [24] in vitro result shows that highly specific
endoribonuclease enzyme activity is possible by simple RNA. It is clear that a gene
encoding both program and data has better chance of survival than that without programs.
This is due to their regulatory and enzymatic capabilities. Many segments (telomers,
TATA, promotors, etc.) are not involved directly in computing, that is, they are not
instructions but act as reset and tag sequences.

2) Informational Sequences: These are data sequences and eventually become the exonic
part of a gene. In our model, only exons (or their analog in the RNA world) would not
survive because their faithful replication woutd not be possible.

3.5. SEQUENCE-SPECIFIC BINDING IS THE ORIGIN OF MODERN CELLULAR
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Basic mechanisms of communication were already present in the RNA world. The RNA
world equivalent of the sequence-specific binding can be simply base-pair binding, anti-
sense binding and segment-to-segment binding to suppress or enhance some function. In
computer science, such process have their counter-part called disabling or enabling
protocols. In the later stages of the RNA world, these processes evolved into sequence-
specific ribozyme bindings. These mechanisms were carried over to the Protein-DNA
world and evolved into a highly complex sequence-specific DNA-binding protein
mechanism, such as trans-acting, cw-acting factors and jun-,fos- and c-ntyc proteins.



3.6. FUNDAMENTAL MOTIFS IN MOLECULAR FOSSILS ARE THE BASIC
BUILDING BLOCKS OF INFORMATION-PROCESSING AND COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS

Nucleotide motifs found in a large number of regulatory genes coincide with those formed
in the RNA world. Their mathematical structure suggests that they are part of the cellular
communication system. In [8, II] we found that certain types of motifs can be considered
as molecular fossils of information processing genes that were formed in the RNA world.
Some are tetramers, such as XYYX, XYYZ, while others are longer segments formed
from overlapping of tetramers, such as XYYXYYX (1-overlapping), XYYXYYZ (1-
overlapping), XYYXXY (2-overlapping), and XYYXXZ (2-overlapping), where X, Y and
Z are nucleotides C, G, A, and T or U. Overlapping letters are shown in boldface. These
fundamental motifs have their analog in the combinatorial theory of words which are
normally part of the language of some automaton, such as Morse-Thue, Fibonacci and
others generating number-theoretic sequences. We found a large number of such motifs in
the non-coding regions, especially near important sites. It seems that nature tends to use
these structures repetitively in different contexts and in different genes. We list here only
a few motifs that are involved in intracellular communication system [25].

1. SV (40 Simian Virus) recognition sequences: GCCG.AGGCGGC (a tetramer
concatenated to a 1-overlapping segment of AGGC &CGGC).
2. Other enzymes recognition sites in pBR322 and SV40 are: GAATTC (2-overlapping of
GAAT & ATTC) in Eco RI ; GTTAAC (2-overlapping of GTTA & TAAC) in Hpa I ;
CGGCCG (2-overlapping of CGGC & GCCG) in Xma III.
3. Some Inverse-palindrome enzymes recognition sites are: GGATCC in Bam HI;
AAGCTT in Hind III; CTGCAG in Pst; CAGCTG in Pvu II; and CCCGGG in Sma I.
4. Ribosomal binding sites of some mRNA species of Gram-positive organisms:
Symmetrical motifs GGAGG, CCUCC. Many non-palindromic, but containing
symmetrical 3-nucleotides: CGC, GCG, GTG, CAC, CAAC, GTTG .
5. Sequence of the trp promoter-leader peptide region contains attenuator:
T.CGGGCGGATTA.CTC.GCCCG (one XYYYX type, one 1-overlapping, one 2-
overtapping word, and one symmetrical 3-nucleotide).
6. Example of sequence-specific transcription factors are the cAMP response-element-
binding protein (CREB), CTF (NF-1), the jun protein, and the fas protein. Typical
sequences are TGACGTCA for CREB, TGACTCA for jun and fos, GCCAAT for CTF,
and GATGTCCATATTAGGACATC for serum response factor. They are either inverse-
palindrom or fundamental motifs.

3.7. A TURING MACHINE CAN BE ENCODED AS A LINEAR NUCLEOTIDE
SEQUENCE
We construct an RNA Turing machine in the sequel. Let C and G be the only symbols.
The string:

CCCGCGGGCGGCGGGCGGCCGGCGCGCGCGCCGGCGGCGGGCGG
CGGCCGGGCGGCGCGGCGCCC



is a linear representation of a 3-state, 4-transition Turing machine that accepts the null
string or strings of length 2 or more, beginning with C or GG, where CCC is a prefix or
reset sequence and CC is the word separator (blank or comma). For the sake of clarity we
give prefix and reset segments in boldface. In this scheme, the representation of a Turing
machine with input alphabet C and G is itself a string over C and G. The computation
examines the string of C's and G's to see if it consists of a prefix CCC followed by a finite
sequence of encoded transitions separated by CC's and ending with CCC. For this Turing
machine start/stop CCC and comma CC are the critical segments. Their mutation can
radically change the behavior of this Turing machine. This is not a universal Turing
machine.

4. RNA Cell Evolution: Life Before Progenote

The following schema descriptions are not discrete stages but represent snapshots, each
after 100 million years, of a continuous evolution.

SNAPSHOT 1

Time: 4.1 billion years ago.
Cell Type: RNA proto-cell.
Genome Size: Less than 100 nucleotides.
Error Rale: I in 100 base pairs or more.
Typical Sequences'. Palindromes, Inverse-palindromes, Symmetric tetramers and Fundamental
sequences mentioned in § 3.6.
Reproduction Mode: Partially replication and partially de Nova combinatorial formation.
Lipid Bilayer. Yes, but no cell division mechanism. Larger and larger molecules were trapped.

A large number of RNA proto-cells of many RNA world species were continuously
forming and disintegrating. Some were more stable than the others and also contained
ribo2ymatic segments. Many segments were self-replicating, such as palindromic duplex
[21]. Thus, a rudimentary replication mechanism begin to establish. Interacting sequences
tended to remain near each other until lipid layers were formed around them, thus
protecting them from external environment. This changed drastically the whole process, a
real break-through and perhaps the most crucial step.

SNAPSHOT 2

Time: 4.0 billion years ago.
Celt Type: RNA proto-cell.
Genome Size: More than 100 nucleotides.
Error Rate: Improved to about 10
Mechanisms: Error-detection and elemental^ tutting (splicing) ribozymes were available.
Communication System; Communication between ribozyme and substrate. Elementary sensors and
motor capability developed to move away from toxins and towards food.
Typical Motifs: Those found in many automatic sequences (e.g., Morse-Thue and Fibonacci sequences
and similar to those in oncogenes c-fos, ras and in viroids.



The enclosed systems containing RNA segments developed some surface receptors
(communication segments), as well as small molecules that could diffuse through the walls
carrying message about the external environment. This proto-cell complex moved
randomly in search for nutrients and eventually developed a motor system.

SNAPSHOT 3

Time: 3.9 billion years ago.
Cell Type: RNA - Protein proto-cell.
Genome Size: As much as 10,000 nucleotides,
Error Rale: An improvement to 10 to 10 due to RNA repair mechanism.
Reproduction /node: Possibly cell division. More complex replication process.
Mechanisms: Primitive ribosome and translation machinery developed. Micro-helices formation.
Communication System: RNA-protein binding mechanism in addition to other sequence-specific
binding.

A recent work of Sulleger and Cech [26] demonstrated ribozyme-mediated repair of
defective mRNA by targeted trans-splicing. It was shown in vitro that a ribozyme can
replace a defective portion of RNA with a functional sequence. The evolutionary
implication is that RNA replication error rate decreased because RNA repair mechanism
became available. The RNA-Protein dilemma: It is very likely that proteins have been
present in the RNA world, but they were always formed de novo, since there is no
replication mechanism which could transfer information to the next generation. Proteins
were useless as a specie - there were no next generations, always the first. However, they
played an important role by accelerating the evolution towards the pregenote cell. It is
shown by Tsuchihashi [27] that proteins can enhance catalytic performance of
hammerhead ribozyme by about 20-fold. This helped towards an increase in the genome
size. It was the need for such performance enhancing proteins that pressed the evolution of
a translation system.

Simultaneous presence of both RNA and proteins helped symbiosis of the two worlds
leading towards a translation system, and eventually, RNA becoming the genotype while
proteins its phenotype. This was the initiation of the genetic code - making a map from
RNA to required polypeptide sequences. It was a marriage of convenience to keep
information in a replicable form for the next generation and convertible into a stable
phenotype for fast enzymatic processes. Eventually, RNA was replaced by DNA, a more
stable form to carry information and with a more reliable replication capability. Good
protein enzymes had survival advantage over the others and were eventually encoded in
DNA when the translation machinery became available. tRNA, which originated in
replication, [28] now find its use in the primitive translation mechanism.

T



SNAPSHOT 4

Time: 3.8 billion years.
Genome Size: Reaching to almost 10 in exceptional cases.
Error Rale: Between 10"5 - 1 0 .
Cell Type: RNA - DNA - Protein cell.
Mechanisms: Primitive transcription, translation, editing and repair, replication were evolving now.
Many regulatory ribozymes and enzymes were present.
Communication system: Sequence-secific binding mechanism is well established now.
Regulatory/modulatory process gives a selective advantage.
Remark: This cell could qualify as our Universal Ancestor.

Ribosome and tRNA are a link between RNA and protein in a joint RNA-protein world
since all ribonucleoprotein motifs [29] are known to bind to RNA. Early ribosomes were
essentially RNA machines [30]. It was shown by Mohr et at. [31] that tyrosyle-tRNA
synthetase can function similarly to an RNA structure in the Tetrahymena ribozyme.
Fundamental motifs ACCA, AUUC, GAAUUA and GCCA are known to exist in the
tRNA microhelices. These results suggest that the translation system had a modest start in
the form fundamental motifs,

5. Conclusion

A study of the syntactical structure of molecular fossils gives us information on how the
communication system evolved from a simple sequence-specific binding to a highly
complex contemporary system. Well-known results from computability theory can give us
further insight of these mechanisms independent of their hardware details (i.e., chemistry).
We believe this is a novel approach to the machine-like behavior of many genes in the cell.
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